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The distance between your dreams and reality is
called action. Being a preemie was supposed to bring
delays and challenges to you, but I ‘forgot’ to ever tell
you that. You had a bounce in your being long
before you could walk that told the world you had
a mission, a dream, a plan for each day, a delight to
share. All I had to give you was an open pallet. From
there, you grasped each day with a growth mindset,
and away you went, and away you are still going.

Dearest Amy,
It is with the broadest love I hold for you that I think
back and look forward at this most remarkable time
of your residency graduation.
Where you stand now Amsie, is on a hilltop filled
with accomplishments, wisdom gathered,
knowledge absorbed, chief resident days soared
through, tears flooded, days of joy, laughter and
stories on mountaintops, times of sorrow, days of
exhaustion. You embraced the patients you helped
and those you saved; you held the ones whose time
it was to move on. You listened to the stories and
souls of others, crafted meals with friends, and
through it all you chose to still hold fast to our
family even when there was certainly not enough
time for you to sleep on many of your days. Your
backpack on this journey is filled with more
memories and moments than surely you ever
thought possible; and yet, it is only a new beginning
of your next journey.

I have always been so incredibly proud of who you
are, how hard you work to accomplish any challenge,
how you hold the courage to expand your
creativity across numerous spectrums, how you care
about humans across the entire globe, and how you
share your love. What does real strength of
character look like? It looks like you, Amy. It looks
exactly like you. You have that strength, and you
share your strength with others to help them find
their potential and expand their warmth.
At the very edge of human knowledge are the
people who will change the world. Stretch, that is you.
I am proud of the woman you are, and the woman
that you will continue to grow into with each new
venture and opportunity to learn, share, and love.
You may need to get a bigger backpack because you
have many more adventures to see, people to care for,
deep love to feel.

There was this one phenomenal day on August 9th
some years ago now, when I was given this tiny,
precious gift in my arms. As soon as I touched my
gift, a deluge of warmth, happiness, and love that I
cannot explain exploded in my heart. You brought
a renewed passion for good, human kindness,
protection, tenacity, and future brilliance. I had the
honor to hold you close and know that miracles
really do happen.

“Can you read that Amy?” Grandpa asked with his
usual spark of love on you.
Without missing a beat, you looked up with your
impish 2-year old grin and boldly stated, “We’ll soon
find out Grandpa. We’ll soon find out.”
You are writing your own story every day Opsie. I
am thrilled to be able to be a part of your story, the
pages written and the blank pages still waiting for
your writing.
I believe in you.
Love
Momma
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However, as you know, about 6 or 7 minutes later,
your breath waned, and you were whisked from
my arms, out of sight, down the corridor, out of my
reach. I cried for you, I begged to be next to you
again, I pleaded to hold you again. I was told to
wait. But waiting was not my strong suit, and
undying perseverance to be next to your brilliance
was. I didn’t need my legs to work to get to you, I
could pull myself off the bed and crawl down the
hallway. You had a power from the day you arrived,
and I have felt the joy of watching your strength
each day since.
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